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Pentecost

In college I minored in studio art, which allowed me the opportunity to study Plein Air, a form of painting
that  basically requires you to  pack up all your art supplies into a tiny little box so you can take your
“studio” out into the open air. Painting what you see in a field or by a river, as it moves and changes right
in front of you. While the flowers are blooming and opening their petals, and the shadows are shifting
with the sun's movement. While the clouds are dispersing changing shape and form, and the wind is
blowing through the grass of fields and the leaves of the trees. Allowing  you the opportunity to take in all
of the living, moving, breathing aspects of the landscape, and capture them in real time on your canvas.
While the sheer enjoyment of painting in the open air amidst nature was not only captivating but almost
sacred, this practice was even more so transformative because it allowed me to shift my perspective, and
begin to see things differently, or maybe more accurately see them fully for the first time.

I can remember painting a scene one afternoon, and becoming desperately frustrated by my inability to
capture the depth and form of a simple tree. As my professor came over to assist me, he asked me to step
back, to close my eyes and forget everything I had ever learned or assumed about trees. And then he
asked me “What color is the tree?” “Well... duh... it’s green.” “No,” he said. “It is not green, it is so much
more. Forget for a moment what you learned in kindergarten, that the tree is green, the sky is blue, and the
dirt is brown,” he said “and when you open your eyes try and see the tree, and the landscape, more fully,
so that you can take in all the colors that are present, and working together to make up the beauty of what
you see in front of you.” It was amazing I realized the tree wasn’t simply green, but also orange, red, and
yellow, and others deep blue, magenta, and purple. Because I had grown up (as we all do) knowing trees
to be simply and purely green, I was unable to see all the other colors that inhabited their luscious form. It
is interesting how easily our brains, based on preconceived notions, can keep us from seeing the reality
and sometimes the beauty right in front of us.

Today we celebrate Pentecost, as we hear our familiar story from Acts with the Spirit’s ferocious descent
into the upper room. As we hear, “the disciples were all together in one place. And suddenly from heaven
there came a sound like the rush of a violent wind... Divided tongues, as of fire, appeared among them,
and a tongue rested on each of them.” Here, the Holy Spirit comes to fill the Divine space that has been
opened up  by Christ’s ascension to heaven. As our Advocate comes crashing on the scene, like a bat out
of hell, as “All of them were filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other languages.” Not in
order to confuse (as we gather from our tower of Babel narrative we heard earlier), but in order to unite.

And, while our Pentecost scene often appears as a reversal or even a correction of our familiar tower of
Babel story, this would be to misunderstand or maybe worse to oversimplify, what is going on in the
larger narrative of our sacred scripture. Too often the Tower of Babel is perceived as a curse. But, I
wonder if we took a step back for a moment, closed our eyes, forgot what we already knew or assumed,
and came to view our story with fresh eyes and ears, what we might see or hear differently. As our story
begins, “Now the whole earth had one language and the same words.” And, as they migrated east finding
a plain in which to settle they said, “ let us make a name for ourselves; otherwise we shall be scattered
abroad upon the face of the whole earth.” And, this is where our Lord enters in. Amongst the Divine’s
own beloved creation while they are seemingly working  to isolate, confine, and shield themselves from
the movement, changes, and transformative nature of our world and our human condition. Taking on this
labor for the sake of their own glory and honor. As God says, “Look, they are one people, and they have
all one language; and this is only the beginning of what they will do; nothing that they propose to do will
now be impossible for them. Come, let us go down, and confuse their language there, so that they will not
understand one another's speech’… [and scatter] them… over the face of all the earth.” Almost as if to
say, there are endless possibilities in front of them, what more could they do if they were to spread out



across the whole earth. If they were to more fully live into the diverse and unique nature that makes up
this beautiful creation. Because as imago dei, the image of God, our Divine nature holds forth the
opportunity to accomplish “whatever we propose”, as God says here in Genesis. And, as  Jesus told us in
our passage from John, “Very truly, I tell you, the one who believes in me will also do the works that I do
and, in fact, will do greater works than these, because I am going to the Father.” Ordaining and reminding
us of our God given ability to do miraculous things. As miraculous as the man who walked on water,
healed the sick, raised the dead, and ate with sinners. But, only in as much as we are able to recognize the
Divinity that is our diversity, and the necessity of our ability to see, honor, and uphold it.

Our Pentecost story allows us to witness the varied tongues and languages that make up the human race,
no longer as a cacophony of division and fear, but now as an inclusive space of solidarity and opportunity.
Because here we can see how the Holy Spirit blesses our differences as part of our inherent divine nature.
As our Acts narrative holds up the diversity of languages, nations, and people as the tools necessary to
spread and make known the Good News of Jesus Christ. The Good News that we are all capable of great
works, as we come together to recognize the image of God and the beauty of our Creator that makes up
our common humanity.

I will never forget that day in my Plein Air class as my professor opened my eyes to all the colors that
made up the beauty of nature, which I had, for too long, inadvertently overlooked, ignored, even denied. I
can remember the rest of that year every time I was driving down a tree-flocked highway, or taking a
stroll around campus, or even looking outside my dorm room window, I saw the trees and the sky and all
the beauty that made up the outside world as if for the first time. Noting the immense number of varied
colors and brilliant shades that were woven together to create the fullness of the leaves on a tree, or the
brilliance of the horizon at dusk, or the movement of the current in a stream. What really stuck with me
though, was the realization that  if I was missing the fact that there is more to the color of the trees than
green, or of the sky than blue, what else am I missing or worse ignoring.

At Pentecost we celebrate and mark the significance and the blessing that Spirit’s impressive entry into
the upper room over two thousand years ago means for us today. Allowing us to see how  Jesus’
ascension and the Spirit’s descent blessed us with the ability to become the hands, feet, and heart of Christ
in the world. The body of Christ, made up of varied, diverse, and unique individuals, unified by a shared
call and dream to make known and make real the Good News of Jesus Christ. The one who lived, died,
and rose so that we might be brought together for the glory of God, a glory that shines upon us all as the
diverse body that makes up this divine creation. At St. Paul’s our mission is this, “to know Christ, and to
make Christ known.” As we enter our long season of Pentecost (from now until Christ the King, the
Sunday before Advent), it is my hope that we can take on this mission like students who are able to step
back and see the world with fresh eyes, or disciples who are able to receive the power of the Spirit. In a
way that allows us to continually come to know Christ. Which in turn, will allow us to make Christ
known here within our beloved congregation, within our diverse community, and within our blessed
world. Amen.


